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A B S T R A C T   

We consider a subfunctionalisation model of gene family evolution. A family of n genes that perform z functions 
is represented by an n × z binary matrix Yt where a 1 in the ijth position indicates that gene i can perform 
function j. Yt evolves according to a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) that represents the processes of gene 
duplication, coding region loss and regulatory region loss with the restriction that each function is protected by 
selection, meaning that each column in the matrix must contain at least one 1. 

We generate gene trees based on the CTMC {Yt , t⩾0}. We analyse the long-run behaviour of the model and 
specify the conditions where we expect gene trees to continue to grow and where we expect them to have a stable 
number of genes. We show that different choices of rate parameters for the processes of duplication and loss lead 
to different tree shapes as measured by two common tree-shape statistics: the β-statistic for measuring tree 
balance and the γ-statistic for assessing diversification rate. We use an extension of β that is estimated from sets of 
trees. This extension is less biased compared to using the average β value for individual trees. 

When the rate of gene duplication dominates the rate of gene loss, the process is unstable and the distribution 
of tree shapes is close to following the uniform ranked tree shape (URT) distribution. However, when the process 
is stable, gene trees are predicted to have positive values of β indicating balanced trees and negative values of γ 
indicating that diversification occurs more towards the root of the tree. The results of our analyses suggest that 
comparing the tree-shape statistics of empirical gene-trees to the predictions presented here will provide a test of 
the subfunctionalisation model.   

1. Introduction 

Over the last decades, our understanding of the process of macro-
evolution has been advanced by comparing predictions of mathematical 
models to observed properties of empirical trees (Aldous et al., 2001; 
Ford, 2005; Kirxpatrick and Slatkin, 1993; Mooers and Heard, 1997). 
For example, the Yule-Harding (pure birth) model (Harding, 1971; Yule, 
1925), makes specific predictions about both tree balance and the dis-
tribution of branch lengths and these predictions have been compared to 
empirical trees. It was found that empirical trees are far less balanced 
than predicted by the Yule-Harding model (Blum and François, 2006; 
Hagen et al., 2015). Indeed, Lambert and Stadler (2013) characterised a 
wide range of conditions under which trees will follow the uniform 
ranked tree-shape (URT) distribution, these include constant rates of 
speciation/extinction, time dependent rates of speciation/extinction 

rates, and density dependent rates of speciation/extinction. They also 
showed that age-dependent speciation or extinction and/or trait 
dependent speciation or extinction can led to different distributions on 
tree shapes. 

In this paper we take a similar lens to the study of gene trees. Rather 
than speciation and extinction we consider the processes of gene 
duplication and loss in a context where genes are able to sub-
functionalise. The model of subfunctionalisation that we consider was 
developed based on the concepts put forward in a series of papers by 
Force, Lynch and colleagues (Force et al., 1999; Lynch and Force, 2000; 
Lynch et al., 2001). 

Since this framework was proposed, Hughes and Liberles (2007) and 
subsequently Stark et al. (2017) provided a formal mathematical rep-
resentation of the process as an absorbing-state continuous-time Markov 
chain. This model considers the fate of a pair of genes immediately post 
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duplication. Each gene is required for a number of functions (e.g. it may 
be expressed in different pathways). Deleterious mutations may knock 
out the coding region of a gene (leading to gene loss) or alternatively, a 
mutation may knock out the regulatory region of a gene and cause it to 
lose the ability to perform one of its functions. The model of Stark et al. 
(2017) assumes that all functions of the gene are protected by purifying 
selection, hence there are two possible fates: either one copy of the gene 
is lost and the other copy retains the ability to perform all functions, or 
the gene copies lose the ability to perform complementary functions and 
both are subsequently protected by selection. Due to the restriction to 
considering just two copies of a gene, the state space in the Stark et al. 
(2017) model is quite manageable. The authors were able to use the 
theory of absorbing-state Markov chains to give analytical expressions 
for the rates of subfunctionalisation and pseudogenisation. Stark et al. 
(2017) found that models with subfunctionalisation provided a better fit 
to empirical genome data (namely the age distribution of duplicate 
genes) than models with a constant rate of loss (as predicted by the 
“classical model” where one gene has one function). 

In 2014 Teufel et al. (2014) proposed an extension to the case of 
general gene families rather than just pairs of genes. They proposed a 
two-dimensional model that characterised genes as either redundant 
(able to be lost as all their functions are performed by another gene) or 
non-redundant (not able to be lost as they perform a function that is not 
performed by any other gene). Moreover, Stark (2017, Chapter 4) pro-
posed a binary matrix to record the information of the number of genes 
in a gene family and the functions in each gene. In Diao et al. (2020) 
these ideas were developed further. Diao et al. (2020) proposed several 
possible representations for modelling the evolution of a gene family 
under subfunctionalisation and neofunctionalisation, the one we will 
focus on here is the following binary matrix representation. 

A family of n paralogous genes is represented by an n × z matrix of 
ones and zeros where each row corresponds to a gene and each column 
corresponds to a function. A 1 at position ij in the matrix indicates that 
gene i can perform function j. Three processes (duplication, coding re-
gion loss, and regulatory region loss) occur subject to the constraint that 
each column of the matrix must retain at least one 1 (meaning that each 
function must be performed by at least one gene). 

In this paper we characterise how two common measures of tree 
shape vary depending on choices of the model parameters. We note that 
the rate of gene duplication is neither trait nor age dependent, but that 
the rate of gene loss depends upon a heritable trait (namely what 
functions the gene performs). Hence in the characterisation given by 
Lambert and Stadler (2013) (their Table 1 and Section 2.2.1) our model 
is class 5 (constant speciation and heritable-trait dependent extinction), 
this means that we do not expect a URT distribution. 

Several different summary statistics have been proposed to measure 
tree balance including the Colless index (Colless, 1982), Sackin index 
(Sackin, 1972) and β-statistic (Aldous, 1996). The Colless index is the 
sum of the difference in the number of descendants on the left and the 
number of descendants on the right for each internal node of a tree. The 
Sackin index is the sum of the number of edges on a path from each tip to 
the root. Both the Colless and Sackin index are highly dependent on the 
overall size of the tree. Some attempts have been made to normalise the 
indices but they are still difficult to compare across trees of different 
sizes (Blum and François, 2005; Heard, 1992). Therefore, in this paper, 
we exclusively focus on the β-statistic to compare tree balance for sets of 
trees generated under different parameter values. 

In papers (Aldous, 1996 and Aldous et al., 2001), Aldous introduced 
the β-splitting model and demonstrated how different choices of β lead 
to more or less balanced trees. In the β-splitting model β can take any 
value in the range − 2 to ∞. The edge case β = − 2 produces maximally 
unbalanced trees (so-called caterpillar trees), and β→∞ produces trees 
that are as balanced as possible. When β = 0 the process produces trees 
that follow a URT distribution; and, conversely, other processes that are 
URT, e.g. the Yule-Harding process, give trees with E[β] = 0. In practice, 
software for fitting the β-splitting model to empirical data (using a 

maximum likelihood approach) restricts β to the range [ − 2, 10] (Bor-
tolussi et al., 2006). In this paper we will often want to consider tree 
balance for a set of trees (e.g. derived from a simulation), in this case it is 
possible to find the value ̂β that maximises the likelihood over all trees in 
the set. 

The β statistic only depends on tree topology and makes no use of 
branch lengths. In contrast, Pybus and Harvey (2000) put forward the γ 
statistic based on branch lengths as a way of assessing if diversification 
rates (speciation minus extinction) have remained constant through 
time. The γ statistic is expected to be zero for trees that have evolved 
under a pure birth model. Positive values of γ indicate that a phylogeny’s 
internal nodes are closer to the leaves than expected under a pure-birth 
model and negative values indicate that they are closer to the root. 
Constant birth-death models are expected to give γ values greater than 1. 

In the next section, we introduce the Detailed Binary Matrix (DBM) 
model for the evolution of gene families and explain how we use the 
model to generate gene trees. Moreover, we give a brief mathematical 
analysis of the stability of the gene family size for different parameter 
values. We then simulate gene trees under our model and investigate 
how gene-tree shape, including both tree balance and branch lengths, 
varies for different choices of the parameters. 

2. Theory and methods 

2.1. Modelling gene families with the DBM model 

We apply a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) model introduced 
in Stark (2017, Chapter 4) and Diao et al. (2020), which we refer to as 
the Detailed Binary Matrix (DBM) model, in which state Yt at time t is a 
binary matrix Yt = A = [Aij]i=1,…,n;j=1,…,z where n is the number of genes 
in a gene family, z is the number of functions the gene performs, Aij = 1 
means that function j is performed by gene i and Aij = 0 otherwise. The 
different functions a gene performs might correspond to the gene being 
expressed in different pathways or in different tissues, so another way of 
thinking about Aij = 1 is that gene i is activated in context j by some 
regulatory region (or regions). Biologically, these regions would corre-
spond to transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs). We make the 
simplifying assumption that, while each function might be activated by 
multiple TFBSs, each TFBS is related to only one function, implying that 
functions are lost independently of each other. 

The transition rates in the DBM model depend on the following 4 
parameters:  

• Poisson rate uc, per gene rate of null mutation in the coding region of 
a gene;  

• Poisson rate ur, per region rate of null mutation in a regulatory region 
of a gene;  

• Poisson rate ud, per gene rate of duplication of a gene;  
• A positive integer z, the number of functions/regulatory regions for 

genes in the gene family. 

The original DBM model in (Diao et al., 2020; Stark, 2017) also had a 
5th parameter uf for the rate of neofunctionalisation, but we do not 
consider neofunctionalisation here. 

Let m be the number of redundant genes, these are the genes that are 
permitted to be lost in the gene family, and let npiv be the number of 
columns in A where 

∑n
i=1Aij = 1 , j = 1,…,z. Then the process Yt has a 

total rate λA of leaving current state A that is given by: 

λA = n × ud +m × uc +(1TA1 − npiv) × ur, (1)  

where n × ud is the total rate of duplication (this corresponds to making 
a copy of a row of the matrix A), m × uc is the total rate of losing any 
redundant gene (this corresponds to deleting a redundant row of the 
matrix A), and (1TA1 − npiv) × ur is the total rate of losing a function 
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(regulatory region) of a gene in the family, where npiv is the number of 
functions protected by the selection and so not permitted to be lost. 

2.2. Generating gene trees with a DBM model 

In this section, we describe the process of generating a gene tree 
under the DBM model. The gene tree structure is affected by gene 
duplication and gene loss. Loss of a coding region always results in gene 
loss, but the loss of a regulatory region may or may not result in gene loss 
depending on whether the regulatory region is the last remaining one for 
that gene. Nevertheless, it is important to track all of the loss of regu-
latory region events as they do affect branch lengths. 

The matrix A records the information about surviving genes and 
their functions. When a duplication event occurs, one of the rows in 
matrix A is copied. For example, two duplication events from matrix A 
to A1 at time t1 (copying gene 1 in row 1), and then from A1 to A2 at time 
t2 (copying gene 3 in row 3) may result in, 

A→A1→A2 :

[
1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1

]

→

⎡

⎣
1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1

⎤

⎦→

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦. (2)  

The corresponding gene tree is shown in Fig. 1: 
Next, we consider the loss of a coding region. For example, two gene 

loss events from A2 to A3 at time t3 (deleting gene 2 in row 2), and then 
from A3 to A4 at time t4 (deleting gene 3 in row 2) may result in, 

A2→A3→A4 :

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦→

⎡

⎣
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

⎤

⎦→
[

1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

]

. (3)  

The corresponding gene tree is shown in Fig. 2. 
Alternatively, gene loss can occur if a gene loses all of its functions 

(regulatory regions). For example, if gene 2 lost all of its regulatory 
regions this would result in,  

When the last regulatory region in gene 2 is lost that row of A is deleted. 
The corresponding gene tree is shown in Fig. 3. 

2.3. Stability of the process 

In order to analyse the long-run behaviour of this process, we follow 

the claim made in Diao et al. (2020) that there exists some maximum 
number, z0, of essential functions per gene. Therefore, we are interested 
in the analysis of the model under the assumption that no new functions 
may be gained. As noted in Diao et al. (2020), the fact that genes can lose 
functions but they are never restored, implies that it possible that in the 
long-run genes will tend to have only one function. Once a function is 
performed by a single gene that only has that function, the descending 
lineage of that gene will be independent of all other types of genes. 

Diao et al. (2020) also noted that in the special case with uc ≈ ud,

ur≪uc, we have uc + ur > ud, and so this probability of reaching a sit-
uation where each gene performs only one function, is equal to 1. Here, 
we consider the general case for all possible values of ud,uc,ur. 

We note that the set of all possible states can be written as a disjoint 
union of communicating classes, 

𝒮 = 𝒮(1) ∪ … ∪ 𝒮(z0)

where, for any f = 1,…,z0, 

𝒮(f ) = {A : max{A1} = f}

is a communicating class containing all states such that the maximum 
number of functions performed by any gene in the family is f. 

Furthermore, we note that given the process starts in class 𝒮(f), for 
any f = 2,…,z0, it is possible to reach class 𝒮(f − 1), whenever ur ∕= 0, 
due to loss of function events (but it is not possible to reach 𝒮(f +1) since 
no new functions may be gained). Therefore, the probability of ending in 
the class 𝒮(1) in the long run, is strictly positive. Below, we discuss what 
parameter values will result in this probability being exactly equal to 1. 

By Eq. (1), it follows that the total rate of loss, λLoss, and the total rate 
of duplication, λDup, for a state in the communicating class 𝒮(f), under an 
additional assumption that the gene family has n genes and each gene is 
redundant, is given by, 

λLoss = n⋅uc + nf ⋅ur , (5)  

λDup = n⋅ud. (6)  

Then, assuming ur,uc,ud > 0, we have the following cases.  

• If uc + ur > ud, we have n⋅uc + nf ⋅ur > n⋅ud, and so λLoss > λDup. 
Therefore, in the long run, the process will end in 𝒮(1) with proba-
bility 1. That is, each gene will perform one function. 

Fig. 1. The gene trees representing the transition from A→A1→A2. In the right-most tree the edge leading to gene 1 and the edge leading to the ancestor of genes 3 
and 4 have length t2, the edge leading to the ancestor of genes 1,3 and 4 has length t1, and the edge leading to gene 2 has length t1 + t2. 

A2→A′

3→A′

4→A′

5 :

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦→

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦→

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦→

⎡

⎣
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

⎤

⎦. (4)   
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• If uc +ur⩽ud but uc + 2⋅ur > ud, then also n⋅uc + nf ⋅ur > n⋅ud, and so 
λLoss > λDup for all f = 2,…,z0. Therefore, in the long run, the process 
will end in 𝒮(1), with probability 1.  

• More generally, if uc +f*ur⩽ud but uc +(f* +1)⋅ur > ud for some f* =

1,…,z0, then also n⋅uc + nf ⋅ur > n⋅ud, and so λLoss > λDup for all f =

f* + 1,…,z0. Therefore, in the long run, the process will reach 𝒮(f*), 
with probability 1.  

• If uc +z0⋅ur < ud for all f = 1,…,z0, then assuming start in 𝒮(f), the 
process will remain in 𝒮(f) forever with positive probability, and so 
will reach 𝒮(1) with probability strictly smaller than 1.  

• More generally, if uc +z0⋅ur < ud for all f = f*,…, z0 for some f* = 1,
…, z0, then assuming the process starts in 𝒮(f), the process will 
remain in 𝒮(f) forever with positive probability, and so will reach 
any of 𝒮(f − 1),…,𝒮(1), with probability strictly smaller than 1. 

We now analyse how rates ur, uc and ud affect the stability of the 
process in the long run, assuming that the process starts in 𝒮(1). When a 
redundant gene with only one function loses a function, the gene is lost. 
If there are n genes and m redundant genes in the family, then the rates 
λLoss and λDup are given by, 

λLoss = (ur + uc)⋅m, (7)  

λDup = ud⋅n. (8)  

Recall that m = n − npiv where npiv is the number of pivot columns in the 
matrix A if each gene only performs one function (Diao et al., 2020). 
Therefore, since (ur +uc)⋅npiv⩾0 due to ur, uc, ud > 0 and npiv = 0,1,…,z, 
we have 

λLoss > λDup ⇔ n <
ur + uc

ud
⋅m =

ur + uc

ud
⋅(n − npiv) (9)  

⇔ 0⩽(ur + uc)⋅npiv < (ur + uc − ud)⋅n. (10)  

We consider the following three cases: (1) ur + uc > ud, (2) ur + uc = ud, 
(3) ur + uc < ud. 

2.3.1. (1) ur + uc > ud 
By (10) 

λLoss > λDup ⇔ n >
ur + uc

ur + uc − ud
⋅npiv, (11)  

and so, since npiv⩾z, it follows that λLoss > λDup for all n > ur+uc
ur+uc − ud

⋅z. On 
the other hand, 

λLoss⩽λDup ⇔ n⩽
ur + uc

ur + uc − ud
⋅npiv, (12)  

and so λLoss⩽λDup for all n⩽ ur+uc
ur+uc − ud

⋅npiv⩽ ur+uc
ur+uc − ud

⋅z. 

2.3.2. (2) ur + uc = ud 
By argument similar to (10), 

λLoss⩾λDup ⇔ 0⩽(ur + uc)⋅npiv⩽(ur + uc − ud)⋅n = 0, (13)  

which is only possible when npiv = 0, in which case λLoss = λDup. 
Conversely, when npiv > 0, we have λLoss < λDup. 

2.3.3. (3) ur + uc < ud 
By argument similar to (10), 

λLoss⩾λDup ⇔ 0⩽(ur + uc)⋅npiv⩽(ur + uc − ud)⋅n < 0, (14)  

which is not possible. Therefore, we must have λLoss < λDup. 
In the case ur + uc > ud, the process will be stable, since for all suf-

ficiently large n (all n > ur+uc
ur+uc − ud

⋅z), the rate at which a gene is lost is 
higher than the rate at which a gene is duplicated (λLoss > λDup). How-
ever, if ur + uc⩽ud, the process will be unstable. That is, 

Fig. 2. The gene trees representing the transition from A2→A3→A4. In the right-most tree the edge leading to gene 1 would have length t2 +t3 +t4 and the edge 
leading to 4 would have length t3 + t4. It is often of interest to consider the reconstructed tree (the subtree that connects extant tips, here 1 and 4), this is shown 
in red. 

Fig. 3. The gene trees representing the transitions from A2→A′

3→A′

4→A′

5. The reconstructed gene tree on the extant tips is shown in red.  
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ur + uc > ud (15)  

is the stability condition, which implies the existence of a stationary 
distribution. 

Summarising the above,  

1. λLoss > λDup happens if and only if ur + uc > ud.  
2. λLoss = λDup happens if n⩽ ur+uc

ur+uc − ud
⋅npiv when ur +uc > ud and npiv = 0 

when ur + uc = ud.  
3. λLoss < λDup happens if n < ur+uc

ur+uc − ud
⋅npiv when ur +uc > ud, npiv > 0 

when ur +uc = ud and for all n > 0 when ur + uc < ud. 

We note that for any choice of stable parameters the size of the gene 
family in the long-run will settle around some value > z. For example in 
Fig. 4 with parameter choices uc = 1, ur = 0.8, ud = 1, z = 15 we see that 
gene family size settles at around 24. 

Empirical data shows that there is wide variation in both genome size 
and in the number of genes per species (Demuth et al., 2006; Hahn et al., 
2002). This suggests that, similar to rates of nucleotide substitution, 
there is variation in rates of duplication and loss across species. In turn 
this implies that stable conditions may apply to some gene families in 
some parts of the evolutionary tree keeping them around a mean size, 
whereas unstable conditions could apply in other clades leading to gene 
family expansions. 

2.4. Measuring tree shape 

2.4.1. Computing the β-statistic for individual trees and for sets of trees 
The β-statistic for measuring tree shape can be estimated using a 

maximum likelihood approach. The key quantity of interest is q(n, i), 
which describes the probability of having i tips on the left given a clade 
with n tips overall, 

q(n, i) =
1

an(β)
Γ(β + i + 1)Γ(β + n − i + 1)

Γ(i + 1)Γ(n − i + 1)
, 1⩽i⩽n − 1, (16)  

where a normalising constant an(β) leads to 

∑n− 1

i=1
q(n, i) = 1. (17)  

This formula for q(n, i) was originally derived in (Aldous, 1996). 
In order to calculate β under a given DBM model with some pa-

rameters ur, uc, ud and z, we use the following two alternative methods. 

1. We obtain the β value by taking an average of the maximum likeli-
hood β values from a large number M of trees. For example, we 
simulate M = 1000 trees, calculate the βi value for every individual 
tree i = 1, …, M, and then take the average value using β =
∑M

i=1βi/M. The R package apTreeShape (Bortolussi et al., 2006) im-
plements this for individual trees - it restricts the range of β to [ − 2,
10].  

2. Alternatively, we obtain the β value from a set of trees as follows. We 
apply maximum likelihood estimation to obtain a single value of β 
which maximises the product of the probabilities q(n, i) over all 
clades in all trees (in practice we sum the logs of the q(n, i) values and 
maximise the log likelihood). To achieve this we wrote a custom R 
script based on the code in apTreeShape (Bortolussi et al., 2006), we 
also restrict β to [ − 2,10]. 

We argue that second method for calculating β is more robust. 
Because the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for β depends only on 
the shape of the tree, when trees are small, there are only a few possible 
different tree shapes, and hence only a few possible values for the MLE. 
For example, for n = 4 there are only two possible rooted tree shapes 
and for n = 5 there are only three rooted tree shapes. There is always one 
shape that is maximally unbalanced which prefers β as large as allowed 
by the optimization routine. This means that, particularly for sets of 
trees where the tree size can be small, that method 1 tends to be biased 
upwards. We note that using the median value of β (as indicated in 
panels (b) and (e) of Figs. 6–8) is also less biased than the mean. 

2.4.2. Measuring tree shape using the γ-statistic 
We also measure the γ-statistic (Pybus and Harvey, 2000), which is 

calculated using the expression 

γ =

( 1
n− 2

∑n− 1

i=2
(
∑i

k=2
kgk)) − (T

2)

T
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

1
12(n− 2)

√ , (18)  

where g2, g3,…, gn are the inter-node distances of a reconstructed phy-
logeny with n tips, and T = (

∑n
j=2jgj) is the total tree length. 

We note that, the value of γ depends on an individual tree length T, so 
in simulations we report the average γ value. 

Pybus et al. (2002) showed that the γ-statistic depends on the overall 
diversification rate (speciation rate minus extinction rate). Positive 
values of γ mean that the tree shape has shorter branch lengths from the 
inter-node to the leaves, and longer branch lengths from the inter-node 
to the root, as compared to the Yule (pure-birth) model. Negative values 
of γ mean that the tree shape has longer branch-lengths from the leaves 
to the inter-node, and shorter branch lengths from the inter-node to the 
root, as compared to the Yule model. 

We present an example of a reconstructed tree with a positive γ 
value, which is similar to the tree structure generated by the DBM model 
in the case ur + uc⩽ud, in Fig. 5 (a); and an example of a reconstructed 
tree with a negative γ value, which is similar to the tree structure 
generated by the DBM model in the case ur + uc > ud, in Fig. 5 (b). 

2.5. Simulations 

To investigate how tree shape varies for different choices of the pa-
rameters ur, uc, ud and z we simulated gene trees under different DBM 
models. The initial condition of the process is two genes with the ability 
to perform all functions. In other words we assume that a duplication has 
just occurred giving an initial state represented by A, a 2 × z matrix of 
ones. We simulate using the process described in Section 2.1 using a 

Fig. 4. Gene family size versus time for 1000 trees simulated under the DBM 
model with uc = 1, ur = 0.8, ud = 1, z = 15. 
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next-event simulation approach where the time until the next event is 
drawn from a exponential distribution with mean 1/λA (see Eq. (1)). 
Next, given an event occurs, the event type (duplication, coding region 
loss, or regulatory region loss) is selected by comparing a uniform 
random number to the relative weights (w1,w2,w3) of the three different 
component processes, where 

w1 =
n × ud

λA
,

w2 =
m × uc

λA
,

w3 =
(1TA1 − npiv) × ur

λA
.

Both λA and the event type weights depend on the state of the CTMC, 
so we find that β depends on the stopping condition used in the simu-
lations. In our simulations, we consider two types of stopping criterion,  

1. when a threshold time T is reached,  
2. the first time the gene tree reaches N leaves. 

We think both stopping conditions are of interest. The first is more 
natural, but the second may correspond better to available data from 
phylogenetic studies, i.e. the number of extant tips of a tree is known 
with certainty but the time it has been evolving for is not. For method 1, 
if the inter-event times are t1,t2,t3,…then the simulation ends when tk is 
drawn such that 

∑k
i=1ti > T. At this point the branch lengths for extant 

genes are all extended by T −
∑k− 1

i=1 ti and the kth event does not occur. 
For method 2, the simulation ends the first time the tree reaches N 
leaves. Using this criterion the last event will always be a duplication 
and the tree will contain a cherry with two zero-length branches. In this 
case, we estimate the β value (which depends only on topology) as per 
usual but estimate the γ value after removing the two zero-length 
branches. 

In our first set of simulations we examined how β varied with our two 
different types of stopping criteria for three different scenarios:  

• uc = 0.6, ur = 0.2, ud = 1, z = 15 (an unstable process with uc +

ur < ud). Stopping conditions N ∈ {6,56,106,156,206} and T ∈ {2,
6,10,14,18}.  

• uc = 0.7, ur = 0.3, ud = 1, z = 15 (an unstable process with uc + ur =

ud). Stopping conditions N ∈ {6,56,106,156,206} and T ∈ {2,6,10,
14,18,22}.  

• uc = 1, ur = 0.8, ud = 1, z = 15 (a stable process with uc + ur > ud). 
Stopping conditions N ∈ {6,16,26,36} and T ∈ {2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22,
26}. 

For each scenario we generated 1000 trees for each value of the 
stopping criterion. The reason that the sets of stopping conditions varied 
across scenarios is that larger times were computationally infeasible for 
the unstable cases as the number of genes became too large, similarly 
high values of N were infeasible in the stable case as trees are very un-
likely to ever attain more than 40 genes. 

In our second set of simulations we picked two fixed times (T = 5 and 
T = 10) and also fixed the duplication rate at ud = 1 and z = 15. We 
then investigated how β varied with uc and ur by simulating 1000 trees 
for each combination of ur,uc ∈ {0.15,0.3,…,1.35,1.5}. 

3. Results 

3.1. Investigating how tree balance and tree shape depends on parameter 
choice, tree size and tree height 

The goal of this analysis is to understand the effect of parameters ur,

uc and ud on the tree balance as measured by Aldous’ β statistic. In order 
to achieve this it is also necessary to study how tree balance changes 
through time as the tree size (number of tips) and tree height (time to a 
common ancestor) increase. Our first set of simulations examines three 
sets of parameters that represent: (1) an unstable process with ur +

uc < ud, (2) an unstable process at the border of stability ur + uc = ud, 
and (3) a stable process ur + uc > ud. 

In Fig. 6 we present simulations for the unstable case uc + ur < ud. 
The average β value decreases to approximately 0 as the number of 
leaves increases (Fig. 6(b) and (e)). For tree set β, we also find that β is 
close to (but slightly below) 0 for simulations with a larger number of 
leaves Fig. 6(a) or longer running times Fig. 6(d). In this scenario, 
duplication dominates the process, which means that genes in the family 
have a high probability of being redundant. This in turn means that they 
all have a similar rate of loss. As discussed in Lambert and Stadler 
(2013), macro-evolutionary processes in which speciation and extinc-
tion rates are constant, give rise to a uniform distribution on ranked tree 
shape (URT), and the expected β for this distribution is 0. Our results are 
consistent with this, suggesting that trees generated by the DBM model 
behave similarly to the URT model in the long run when ur + uc < ud. 
Unlike β which settles to a stable value as either running time or N in-
crease, γ continues to increase fairly linearly with N and exponentially 
with running time. 

Fig. 7 shows simulations for the unstable boundary case where uc +

ur = ud. In this case, the total rate of duplication is greater than the total 
rate of losing a gene in the gene family in the long run, unless each gene 
only performs one function and all genes are redundant genes in which 
case 

λDup − λLoss = ud⋅n − (uc + ur)⋅n = 0. (19) 

Fig. 5. (a) is an example of a reconstructed tree shape with a positive γ value where γ = 0.06. Assuming g2 = 4, g3 = 3 and g4,g5,g6,g7,g8 = 1. (b) is an example of a 
reconstructed tree shape with a negative γ value where γ = − 1.71. Assuming g2, g3, g4, g5, g6, g7 = 1 and g8 = 2. 
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Similarly to the previous unstable scenario, the average β value de-
creases to approximately 0 as the number of leaves or running time in-
creases (Fig. 6(b) and (e)). We observe that while the average β in this 
scenario behaves very similarly to the case with ur + uc < ud, the tree set 
β values indicate that the trees are slightly more imbalanced. Compared 
to the scenario with ur + uc < ud, the probability of gene loss is higher, 
so on average more genes are non-redundant. This means that the 
probability of loss depends on a heritable trait which potentially ex-
plains why β ∕= 0. However, it is surprising that this scenario does not 
give intermediate values of β to the unstable case with ur +uc < ud 
described above and the stable case described below. 

The γ values also behave similarly to the scenario with ur +uc < ud 
(Fig. 7(c)(f)). In this case γ increases fairly linearly with both increasing 
N and increasing run time. Compared to the case with ur +uc < ud (Fig. 6 
(c)(f)) the increase in γ with increasing number of leaves is considerably 
steeper, but the increase in γ with increasing run time is less steep. In 
(Pybus and Harvey, 2000), in simulations with a fixed number of taxa, 
they found that γ became increasingly positive as deathrate

birthrate increased to-
wards 1. A comparison of Fig. 6(c) and 7(c) is consistent with this 
finding. 

In Fig. 8 we present simulations for the stable scenario with uc +

ur > ud. In this scenario, the rate of gene loss rate is higher than the 
duplication rate most of the time, which results in the stability of the 
process in the long run. We observe that the β value is increasing from 
negative to positive values in the interval from T = 2 to T = 6 (Fig. 8 

(d)), and then it stays positive, which means that the gene trees gener-
ated by the DBM model are more balanced than trees generated ac-
cording to a URT distribution. In this situation, most of the genes are 
non-redundant because the rate of gene loss is higher than the dupli-
cation rate. This means that when a gene is duplicated creating two 
redundant genes, the probability of subsequently losing one of these two 
genes is higher in the case ur +uc > ud than when compared to the case 
ur + uc⩽ud. We speculate that this is why the gene trees are more 
balanced. 

In contrast to Figs. 6 and 7, there is quite a difference in how β be-
haves with the N stopping condition (Fig. 8 (a)) versus the T stopping 
condition (Fig. 8 (d)). We speculate that in the stable case, reaching 
larger values of N occurs more rarely and would correspond to a higher 
proportion of redundant genes. To investigate this difference we recor-
ded the proportion of redundant genes for varying N and T for the 
simulation shown in Fig. 8. Results are shown in Fig. 9, we observe that 
reaching larger values of N is associated with a larger proportion of 
redundant genes. In contrast, the proportion of redundant genes is fairly 
constant with T. Given our earlier arguments that higher proportions of 
redundant genes mean the process behaves more like a constant rate 
birth-death process, this could explain the β values for large N being 
closer to zero. 

Fig. 8 (f) shows that a model under a stable process with ur +uc > ud 
leads to γ values that decrease with a longer running time T. The values 
of γ are positive for smaller values of T, but for T⩾14 the mean value of γ 
becomes negative. This means that, in the long run, the reconstructed 

Fig. 6. Maximum likelihood estimates of β for sets of 1000 trees simulated under the DBM model with uc = 0.6, ur = 0.2, ud = 1, z = 15 . Stopping conditions were 
the number of leaves N in (a)–(b) with N ∈ {6,56,106,156,206}, and running time T in (d)–(e) with T ∈ {2,6,10,14,18}. In (a) and (d) a single estimate of β is made 
for each set of 1000 trees, bars represent likelihood-based 95% confidence intervals. Panels (b) and (e) show boxplots of the distribution of β values for individual 
trees, the red point indicates the average β value. (c) and (f) are the average γ value for 1000 trees generated by the DBM model with the same value of parameters 
and stopping conditions as estimating β. 
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tree has shorter branches from the inter-nodes to the root, and longer 
branches from the inter-nodes to the leaves. In contrast, γ is positive 
when we use the first occurrence of reaching n of leaves as the stopping 
criterion, see Fig. 8 (c). For this scenario it is likely that the process will 
visit a state with n leaves (where n is greater than z but not too much so) 
on multiple occasions, and so the first time that state is reached is not 
necessarily representative. 

In our second set of simulations we fixed the duplication rate ud = 1 
and generated 1000 trees for a range of parameters ur and uc. We used 
running time T = 5, 10 as stopping criteria, and computed β values using 
the two methods discussed earlier in Section 2.4.1. The results are 
summarised in Figs. 10,11. 

In Fig. 10, we observe β > 0 for all parameter values, with the 
smallest values being β ≈ 2 when T = 5 and β ≈ 0 when T = 10. We 
note that β increases as ur +uc increases, and the trees are more balanced 
if ur + uc > ud. When T = 10 and ur + uc < ud, the β values are close to 
0. 

In Fig. 11, we observe β ≈ 0 when ur +uc < ud for T = 5,10. In the 
case ur + uc > ud, the β values increase with T. Compared to Fig. 10, the 
β values computed for sets of trees are smaller than the average values 
across trees. Tree-set β is slightly negative when ur + uc < ud. 

Next we consider the average γ value under different rates ur, uc and a 
fixed rate ud = 1, and a stopping criterion T = 5, 10, see Fig. 12. We 
notice that γ is increasing with longer running time T when ur + uc⩽ud, 
and it is decreasing when ur + uc > ud. 

To see if the average number of functions per gene correlates with 

tree balance, we recorded the average number of functions per gene for 
each of 1000 simulations, using the same value of parameters ur, uc, ud 
and z as above. The results of this analysis are summarised in Fig. 13. 
The average number of functions per gene correlates most strongly with 
ur whereas tree balance appears to relate most strongly to uc + ur. We 
note that Fig. 13 demonstrates that the average number of functions in 
each gene is close to 1 if ur +uc≫ud when T = 10. In this situation 
whenever a non-redundant gene is duplicated, it becomes redundant, 
and one of the pair of redundant genes is likely to be lost fairly quickly. 
This is a potential explanation for the negative values of γ seen in Fig. 8 
(f) for T > 10. 

Furthermore, to see how fast the process approaches a state where 
each gene performs one function, we recorded the average number of 
functions per gene for 1000 simulations. We used the same values of ud 
and z as above, and investigated different proportions of ur

ur+uc 
with ur +

uc ∈ {0.5,1,1.5}. The results are in Fig. 14, demonstrate that the average 
number of functions is close to 1 if the proportion ur

ur+uc 
approaches 1. The 

larger the difference ud − (uc + f ⋅ur), the smaller the probability of 
reaching a state such that each gene performs only one function (where f 
is the maximum number of functions performed by any gene in the 
family). 

To explore this further we show two example trees generated by the 
DBM model: one from an unstable process Fig. 15 and one from a stable 
process Fig. 16. 

In Fig. 15, duplication dominates the process (see Eq. 19). The 

Fig. 7. Maximum likelihood estimates of β for sets of 1000 trees simulated under the DBM model with uc = 0.7,ur = 0.3,ud = 1,z = 15. Stopping conditions were 
the number of leaves N in (a)–(b) with N ∈ {6,56,106,156,206}, and running time T in (d)–(e) with T ∈ {2,6,10,14,18,22}. In (a) and (e) a single estimate of β is 
made for each set of 1000 trees, bars represent likelihood-based 95% confidence intervals. Panels (b) and (e) show boxplots of the distribution of β values for in-
dividual trees, the red point indicates the average β value. (c) and (f) are the average γ value for 1000 trees generated by the DBM model with the same value of 
parameters and stopping conditions as estimating β. 
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Fig. 8. Maximum likelihood estimates of β for sets of 1000 trees simulated under the DBM model with uc = 1, ur = 0.8, ud = 1, z = 15 . Stopping conditions were the 
number of leaves N (a) and (b) with N ∈ {6,16,26,36}, and running time (c and d) with T ∈ {2,6,10,14,18,22,26}. In (a) and (d) a single estimate of β is made for 
each set of 1000 trees, bars represent likelihood-based 95% confidence intervals. Panels (b) and (e) show boxplots of the distribution of β values for individual trees, 
the red point indicates the average β value. (c) and (f) are the average γ value for 1000 trees generated by the DBM model with the same value of parameters and 
stopping conditions as estimating β. 

Fig. 9. The proportion of redundant genes for 1000 trees simulated under the DBM model with uc = 1,ur = 0.8,ud = 1, z = 15. Stopping conditions were (a) the 
number of leaves with N ∈ {6,16,26,36}, and (b) running time with T ∈ {2,6, 10,14,18,22,26}. 
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Fig. 10. Average β values for ur , uc ∈ {0.15, 0.3,…,1.35,1.5}, ud = 1 and z = 15 with running time T = 5 (left) and T = 10 (right). We generated 1000 trees for every 
combination of ur and uc. A lighter colour means the trees generated under these parameters are more balanced. 

Fig. 11. Single tree set β values for ur , uc ∈ {0.15,0.3,…,1.35, 1.5}, ud = 1 and z = 15 with running time T = 5 (left) and T = 10 (right). We generated 1000 trees for 
every combination of ur and uc. A lighter colour means the trees generated under these parameters are more balanced. 

Fig. 12. The average values of γ for 1000 simulated trees generated by the DBM model with a fixed duplication rate ud = 1, rates ur ,uc ∈ {0.15,0.3,…,1.35,1.5}, and 
a stopping criterion T = 5 (left) and T = 10 (right). The number of regulatory regions z is fixed, with z = 15. 
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reconstructed tree contains many recent duplication events with short 
tip branch lengths. In Fig. 16, there are more loss events. We can see that 
the bottom two taxa in panel (b) are both non-redundant as one is the 
only gene to perform function 5 and the other is the only gene to perform 
function 8, correspondingly in the tree in (a) we can see that when 
duplicates in these two lineages arise they are rapidly lost again, this has 
the effect of leaving longer tip branches in the reconstructed tree. This in 
means that the reconstructed tree is more likely to have longer branch 

length to the tips. We hypothesise that this is the reason why we observe 
negative γ values on average in the stable case (see Fig. 8). 

In summary, we have demonstrated that different values of param-
eters ur, uc, ud and stopping criteria N and T lead to different gene trees of 
different balance as measured by the β statistic and different tree shape 
as measured by the γ statistic. 

Fig. 13. The intensity of color in each square corresponds to the number of functions per gene. (a) For T = 5, the average number of functions per gene is strictly 
greater than 1.7. (b) For T = 10, the average number of functions per gene is close to 1 whenever ur⩾0.6, which implies that most genes in the family perform only 
one function. Higher values of ur cause the process to reach the long-run behaviour faster, while higher values of uc result in a larger average number of functions 
per gene. 

Fig. 14. (a) For T = 5, the average number of functions per gene decreases rapidly under a larger ur but all of them are strictly greater than 1.7. (b) For T = 10, the 
average number of functions per gene is more close to 1 if ur has a larger proportion of ur + uc. 
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4. Discussion 

In the context of studying macroevolution there has been a long 
tradition of comparing the tree-shape summary statistics of empirical 
species trees to those expected under different macroevolutionary 
models (Blum and François, 2006; Hagen et al., 2015; Heard, 1992). 
This body of work has been very enlightening regarding the likely pro-
cesses that influence macroevolution. It turns out that (i) empirical 
species trees are far less balanced than expected under simple birth 
death models, and (ii) that there are a surprisingly wide class of models 
that give the same expected distribution of tree shapes as the simple 
birth-death model, namely the URT distribution (Lambert and Stadler, 
2013). Work by Hagen et al. (2015) suggests that trait dependent 

speciation may be the key to resolving this discrepancy. 
In contrast, there has been little work on tree shape statistics for gene 

trees. The sole exception to this that we found in the literature was the 
paper of Stadler et al. (2016) which explored tree shapes under the 
multi-species coalescent. They found that generating trees under the 
multi-species coalescent gave slightly more imbalanced trees than 
generating under a simple birth-death process, but the resulting trees 
were still far more balanced than empirical trees. 

In this study we explored the subfunctionalisation model for gene 
tree evolution proposed in (Diao et al., 2020; Stark, 2017). We found 
that different choices of parameters in this model, in particular different 
relative rates of coding and regulatory region loss compared to the rate 
of gene duplication, led to a wide range of different tree shapes as 

Fig. 15. (a) An example tree simulated under the DBM model with uc = 0.7,ur = 0.3,ud = 1,z = 8, the numbers in red at the internodes are the number of functions 
retained. (b) is the corresponding reconstructed tree with a matrix indicating which functions are still present (dark squares) for each gene. The γ value of the 
reconstructed tree is 1.37. 

Fig. 16. (a) An example tree simulated under the DBM model with uc = 1,ur = 0.8,ud = 1,z = 8, the numbers in red at the inter nodes are the number of functions 
retained. (b) is the corresponding reconstructed tree with a matrix indicating which functions are still present (dark squares) for each gene. The γ value of the 
reconstructed tree is − 0.36. 
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measured by the β statistic for tree balance and the γ parameter for 
timing of diversification. 

We found that when the rate of duplication dominated the rate of 
loss, then gene trees were close to the URT distribution shared by the 
coalescent and simple birth death processes. This result makes sense in 
light of the results of Lambert and Stadler (2013) as in this scenario most 
genes will be redundant, that is they are permitted to be lost as they do 
not perform a unique function – a consequence of this is that neither 
duplication or loss are strongly trait-dependent. 

More intriguingly, we found that when the process was stable in the 
sense that the rate of loss of coding regions and regulatory regions 
outpaced duplication, then gene trees were more balanced than the URT 
distribution (as measured by E[β] < 0) and that diversification in the 
reconstructed gene tree tended to be towards the root (as measured by 
E[γ] < 0). 

An obvious direction for future work will be to compare the results 
found here to tree shape statistics found for empirical gene trees. In 
order to do this we would need to expand the subfunctionalisation 
model to incorporate speciation since most gene trees of reasonable size 
include both duplication and speciation nodes. Future models should 
ideally also incorporate neofunctionalisation. Our earlier work modelled 
neofunctionalisation via addition of a new column to the A matrix, this 
could correspond to emergence of a new transcription factor binding 
site. However, it is clear that this model is unrealistic in that the number 
of functions performed by a gene should have some upper bound. 
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